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In a recent Letter Yang and Bodek [1] presented re-
sults of a new analysis of proton and deuteron structure
functions in which the free neutron structure function,
Fn2 , was extracted at large x. Knowledge of F
n
2 is crucial
for determining the neutron/proton structure function
ratio, whose x ! 1 limit is sensitive to mechanisms of
SU(6) spin-flavor symmetry breaking, and provides one
of the fundamental tests of the x dependence of parton
distributions in perturbative QCD.
Relating nuclear structure functions to those of free nu-
cleons is, however, not straightforward because at large
x nuclear eects become quite sizable. In particular,
omitting nuclear binding or o-shell corrections can in-
troduce errors of up to 50% [2] in Fn2 /F
p
2 already at
x  0.75. Rather than follow the conventional procedure
of subtracting Fermi motion and binding eects in the
deuteron via standard two-body wave functions, Yang
and Bodek instead extract Fn2 by extrapolating the den-
sity dependence of the nuclear corrections to the case of
the deuteron. Here we point out why this approach is
likely to be misleading for light nuclei, and correctly ap-
plied predicts that the nuclear correction in the deuteron
should be zero.
For heavy nuclei the nuclear EMC eect is observed to







where RA = FA2 /F
d





(5/3)hr2i and hr2i1/2 is the nuclear r.m.s. radius. As-







2 ) and taking A2 = d gives F d2 /FN2 =
1 + (RA − 1)ρd/(ρA − ρd RA). The denominator is usu-
ally further approximated [3] by ρA − ρd RA  ρA − ρd.
Using this one can extract the free Fn2 from empirical
EMC ratios and the nuclear densities. One nds then
that the EMC eect in d is about 25% as large as in
56Fe at x  0.7 [1,3], and has the same x dependence.
While the correlation of EMC ratios with nuclear den-
sities is empirical for heavy nuclei, application of Eq.(1)
to light nuclei, A < 4, for which the EMC eect has not
yet been measured, is fraught with ambiguities in den-
ing physically meaningful nuclear densities for few body
systems. Firstly, the relevant density in Eq.(1) is the
nuclear matter density, while in practice ρA is usually
calculated from the charge radius [1] | for heavy nuclei
the dierence is negligible, but for light nuclei it can be
signicant. Secondly, treating the deuteron as a system
with radius hr2i1/2  2 fm means that one includes both
nucleons in the average density felt by one of them, even
though one nucleon obviously cannot influence its own
structure. Therefore what one should consider is the
probability of one nucleon overlapping with the other,
which is simply the deuteron wave function at the origin.
This has zero weight, however, so the only sensible de-
nition of mean density for the deuteron is zero. Strictly
speaking, the nuclear density extrapolation then predicts
no nuclear EMC effect in the deuteron.
The size of the EMC eect in the deuteron cannot be
tested directly in any inclusive deep-inelastic scattering
experiment on the deuteron, as it requires knowledge of
Fn2 , which itself must be extracted from deuteron data.
If, on the other hand, the EMC eect scales with nuclear
density even for the deuteron [1], it must also scale with
ρA for all A > 2. In particular, it must predict the size
of the EMC eect in 3-body nuclei. In fact, for A = 3
the nuclear density extrapolation makes quite a dramatic
prediction: since the 3-body nuclear densities calculated
from the charge radii are ρ3He = 0.049 fm−3 and ρ3H =
0.068 fm−3, the EMC eect in 3H is 40% larger than that
in 3He. This is to be compared with standard many-
body calculations in terms of Faddeev wave functions [5]
which predict < 10% dierence between the EMC eects

















FIG. 1. Ratio of EMC effects in 3He and 3H using stan-
dard many body (Faddeev) wave functions, and the nuclear
density extrapolation.
Clearly it is of interest to resolve this matter using data
if at all possible. Fig. 1 shows that the A = 3 system
presents an ideal case for such a test. A proposal to per-
form deep-inelastic scattering experiments from tritium
targets [6] is currently being discussed at Jeerson Lab.
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